Swipe Cards

- One swipe = one day of climbing (you may leave and come back the same day on one swipe)
- Each day you check in one swipe is deducted from the total swipes you purchased
- A swipe card is bought in increments of 5 and 10 day climbing passes
- You may add swipes to your card in 5 and 10 swipe increments
- Each card has a magnet strip that is assigned to your name so that you can use it to check into the climbing center
- Swipes never expire
- Each swipe card is only valid for the person whose name is on the card
- You may not share swipes with other guests
- If you lose your swipe card there is a $5 charge to replace it
- Costs-
  - 5 Swipe Alumni/Family of Alumni and Whitman Community $30 (this is a $5 discount off of buying 5 individual day passes)
  - 5 Swipe Guest $40 (this is a $5 discount off of buying 5 individual day passes)
  - 10 Swipe Alumni/Family of Alumni and Whitman Community $56 (you pay for 8 swipes and get 10)
  - 10 Swipe Guest $72 (you pay for 8 swipes and get 10)